The paper discusses some issues arising out of attempts to calculate and score regular regional forecasts for earthquake probabilities. Given a conditional intensity model for earthquake occurrence, the model is first used to simulate occurrence patterns over the forecast interval. Then the simulations are used to estimate the required occurrence probabilities. A simple binomial score is suggested for monitoring and evaluating the performance of the probability forecasts. It is shown that an upper bound for the average score is provided by the information (or entropy) rate of the model. Similarly the improvement in the score over a standard model (constant rate Poisson with independent magnitudes) is bounded above by the entropy gain. Rates can be per unit time or per event. The performances of the ETAS and Stress Release models are described, and used to illustrate how the effectiveness of the forecasts depends on the type of model, the timing of the forecasts and the choice of forecast interval.
Introduction
Over the last few years, attitudes towards earthquake prediction have swung from a state of high optimism in the 1970's to one of considerable current caution. While there is an accumulation of evidence that major earthquakes are frequently preceded by a variety of unusual features, on widely varying time scales, the problem is that they do not do so consistently. Increasingly, emphasis has swung away from trying to discover exact predictors to the development of models from which the probabilities of future events can be estimated. In this sense, improvements in the identification of regions particularly prone to earthquake shaking may be seen as a form of earthquake prediction, albeit on a long time scale. On shorter time scales, stochastic models for earthquake occurrence provide low-grade predictions. Although the performance levels are still too low to be practically useful, this approach seems likely to be the vehicle through which more effective procedures are identified and developed. Indeed, it will be a vehicle hard to avoid if seismologists follow Aki [1] , in seeing the essential role of the scientist in earthquake prediction as developing models for estimating the probabilities of future earthquakes.
Much in this spirit, the present paper looks at some aspects of the provision and evaluation of probability forecasts. It assumes that a model for the earthquake process is available in the form of a stationary, marked point process with explicitly specified conditional intensity function, giving current risk (in the sense of an intensity or probability per unit time) as a function of past observations (see [2] for applications and [3] for theoretical background). The conditional intensity is used to compute, via repeated simulations, occurrence probabilities for a prescribed sequence of forecasting periods. A simple binomial score is suggested for evaluating the forecasts. It is then shown that the expected score is bounded above by the entropy rate for the model. This implies that the properties of the model itself put bounds on the performance of any probability forecasting scheme based on that model. This result is closely related to the use of the average likelihood as a measure of the information available for forecasting, as suggested in Kagan and Knopoff [4] ; here we try to develop this theme more systematically.
There is a close relation between the development of probability forecasts and the application of decision theory concepts to the issuing of alerts or other earthquake countermeasures. Several recent papers have discussed earthquake prediction from a decision point of view (see, for example, Molchan [5] or the summary in [2] ). One important technical point which emerges from such discussions is that, in simple situations at least, the decision on whether or not to take a particular action is best based on values of the conditional intensity function. Indeed, it is this function which lies at the heart of all probability forecasting procedures for processes of a point-process character. In the present context it determines both the likelihood and the entropy rate for the model.
The material in the remainder of the paper is ordered as follows. In the next section we describe in more detail the class of models and probability forecasting procedures that we have in view. In §3 we examine scoring methods for such procedures and their relation to the entropy rate. In §4 we illustrate the use of the procedures with respect to two widely-used models, Ogata's "epidemic type aftershock sequence (ETAS)" model (see, for example, [6] and [7] ) and the "stress release model" (SRM) developed by the author and colleagues for application to historical earthquake data ( [8] , [9] , [10] ). The examples throw up a number of issues relating to the timing and duration of probability forecasts.
Models and Forecasts
We suppose that the aim of the forecasting exercise is to provide estimates, on a regular, regional basis, for the probability that an earthquake within a given magnitude band will occur within a selected region and a given forecast interval. We suppose also that the forecaster has available data on the times, magnitudes, and locations of past events, and a fully determined earthquake occurrence model. In particular the latter should determine probabilities for the occurrence of events, conditional on the observed past history. Note again that our aim is to illustrate how probability forecasts can be generated and how they perform, not to suggest that current models are particularly adequate for such a purpose. We shall return in the final section to a brief discussion of how the models might be modified and improved.
If we formulate the earthquake process in point process terms ( [2] , [3] ); the latter outlines the basic mathematical theory and can be referred to for definitions and terminology), each earthquake can be regarded as a point in time-location-magnitude space. Additional coordinates, such as the direction of slip along a fault plane, could be considered in principle, but will not be discussed here. For simplicity, we shall disregard location within the forecast region, and suppose that any influence from occurrence of earthquakes outside the region is incorporated into the past history.
We are then left with a marked point process in time-magnitude space, the points (events) being characterised by an origin time t i and a magnitude M i . The conditional intensity for such a process is given by
where the conditioning is taken with respect to the sigma-algebra H t of events defined on the past of the process, extended if necessary to include information on relevant external variables. It will often be convenient to rewrite the conditional intensity in the form
where
denotes the overall conditional intensity (for events of all magnitudes considered relevant; we assume it is finite), and
is the magnitude distribution, conditional on the past history H t .
We now suppose given a sequence of magnitude ranges {(M k , M k+1 ), k = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1}, and forecasting intervals (t i , t i + δ i ). As the process evolves in time, the forecasting task is to produce for each interval a a set of forecasts (one for each magnitude range) of the form "There is probability p k,i that an event with magnitude in the range (M k , M k+1 ) will occur within the time interval (t i , t i + δ i ) under the constraint p k,i = 1 for each i". We shall suppose for convenience that the forecast intervals are contiguous.
We shall generally assume that the interval δ is small enough for the probability of two or more events occurring within the interval to be small. This is not an essential assumption, and would be unrealistic within an aftershock sequence (for example), or if very small magnitudes were being considered. However it may serve to indicate the type of forecasting situation that we have in mind. Other types of forecast could certainly be considered -for the time to the next event of a given magnitude, for example, or for the expected number of events within a certain magnitude range -and could be produced equally easily by the procedures outlined below.
The simulation proceeds in the standard manner for point processes (see, for example, [11] or [12] ). First, any parameters to the model are fitted from observations on the process up to the present time t, which we may take as the beginning of one of the required forecast intervals. Then, the history up to the present (t) is augmented by supposing that no additional events occur in the period (t, t + x). Let the corresponding extension of the conditional intensity be denoted by λ * (t + x). Then λ * (t + x) acts as the hazard function for the time to the next event, which therefore has distribution function 1−exp[− (i) Simulate a time τ to the next occurring event using λ * (t + x). (Since its distribution is known as above, any of the standard methods, such as the inverse method or the thinning method, can be used here. The most convenient method will generally depend on the form of the conditional intensity function).
(ii) Simulate a magnitude M for the event at this time, using the appropriate conditional distribution f (M |t + τ −), with the history augmented by the assumption of no event in the interval (t, t + τ ). Again, any standard method can be used.
(iii) Add the new event to the history, and return to step (1), replacing t by t + τ .
(iv) Continue until the end of the time interval for forecasting, (t, t+δ), has been exceeded. Each such simulation produces one possible scenario for the time interval (t, t + δ). From a large number -typically at least 1,000 -of such scenarios, the proportionsp k containing an event in the magnitude range (M k , M k+1 ) can be determined and used as estimates of the required forecast probabilities.
The whole process can be started again (updating the real history) at the beginning of the next forecast interval.
The only limitation on this procedure is the requirement of a model with a fully specified conditional intensity function. If conditioning on external variables is used, the model must be complete enough to allow the possible evolution of the external variables to be figured into the projected form of the conditional intensity function. The low level of understanding of the physical processes involved makes it very difficult to develop such extended models at the present time.
Scoring procedures and information gain
We suppose that the earthquake process can be modelled by a stationary, ergodic point process, and start by considering the simpler case of an unmarked point process, with condtional intensity function λ(t). Assume that forecasts p i for a sequence of intervals (t i , t i + δ i ) are available, produced by the preceding method or in any other way, together with the actual results X i , recorded as a 1 if an event occurs in the forecast interval, and as a 0 otherwise. The results are analogous to those of a sequence of Bernoulli trials, with corresponding probabilities p i . A natural score is then the likelihood for the sequence of trials, namely the binomial score
The first term represents the contribution to the score from those intervals which contain an event, and the second term the contribution from the intervals which contain no event.
Suppose that the intervals cover a total period T = δ i . Then B/T may be regarded as an estimate of the information per unit time generated by the process. For most purposes it is preferable to work with generalized entropies, or the information gain relative to a reference process. In the present case the natural reference process is a Poisson process with the same mean rateλ = E[λ(t)] as the original process (note that the right hand side of this equation is independent of t, because of the assumption of stationarity, and could equally well be replaced by λ(0)). Denoting byp i = 1 − exp(−λδ i ) the probability estimate for the i-th forecasting interval for this process, consider the averaged difference between the binomial scores, namely the quantitȳ
We call this the mean information gain per unit time associated with the forecasting procedure. The ratio p i /p i is the probability gain for the i-th interval. It follows from Jensen's inequality that the expected value of the mean information gain is non-negative -on average, we must do better by incorporating relevant information from the past history.
Now recall that the entropy rate for a stationary, ergodic point process with (complete) conditional intensity λ(t) is defined to be
(see [3] , p569). A version of the law of large numbers (more precisely, McMillan's theorem) for point processes implies that this quantity can also be obtained as a long-term time average of the logarithm of the point-process likelihood -see [13] or [3] ,Theorem 13.5.IX. It is this idea which lies behind Kagan's use of the averaged loglikelihood as a measure of the information rate for the process (e.g. [4] ). The corresponding generalized entropy rate, relative to the Poisson process with the same mean rate, is
We shall call I the entropy gain per unit time. Then we have the following result.
Proposition 1 For all subdivisions of the interval (t, t + T ) , the expected value of the mean information gain per unit time is bounded above by the entropy gain per unit time, E(ρ T ) ≤ I.
This follows from results of Czizsar and Fritz on discrete approximations of entropies (see [14, [15] or [3] Ex 13.5.3). In fact the result holds even for partitions generated by a sequence of stopping times for the histories H t . The essential point is that the partition used should be imbeddable into a sequence of partitions generating the Borel sets in t, t + T ), so that the σ-algebras of events defined on counts in the partitions should generate the full σ-algebra of events defined on the point process in this interval.
It is also true that E(ρ T ) → I as the partitions are refined (with max δ i → 0), and that ρ T → I as T → ∞. Again we refer to the references quoted above for details.
These results imply that the average score should approach its upper bound when the forecasting intervals become very small. This suggests that it should be advantageous to use small forecasting intervals. In practice, however, the use of small intervals may be unrealistic for several reasons. This suggests the following possible generalisation of the forecasting problem : gven any constraints of cost, etc, find a rule for choosing H t -predictable intervals (t i , δ i ) which maximises the expected value of the mean information gain, subject to those constraints. Since we have not specified the constraints, this remains somewhat vague, but we shall gain some hints as to its solution in examining the examples in Section 4.
Instead of dividing by the total time T to obtain the mean score, we may divide by the total number of events N (T ). This leads to an average score per event, and comparing to the Poisson we may form as above the average information gain per event. In this case the corresponding upper bound and limit is the entropy gain per event, namely the quantity I/λ (see Daley and Vere-Jones, Proposition 13.5.X). Now when the δ i are very small, only the first sum contributes significantly to the binomial score, so that the average score per event is approximately equal to the average of the logarithms of the probability gains (p i /p i ) taken over the intervals containing events. In other words, the geometric mean of the probability gains for each event is approximately bounded above by exp(I/λ). More precisely, we have the following corollary to the preceding result.
Proposition 2
Now let us return to the marked process case. For each magnitude interval (M k , M k+1 ) and forecasting interval (t i , t i + δ i ) we can define a binomial score as above, say B(k). We can either study these scores separately, or combine them to form a total score S by summing over the magnitude classes. The mean information rate per unit time is then given by S/T .
To convert these to information gains we need an appropriate reference process. In the present context, such a process is the marked Poisson process with mean rateλ = E[λ(0)], and independently distributed magnitudes with common density function
Settingp
the average information gain per unit time for the process as a whole takes the form
The entropy rate for the overall process is now given by
The first term in (5) is the entropy rate for the process without marks, i.e. the sequence of times only, while the second term defines an entropy rate for the magnitudes, given the times.
The corresponding generalized entropy rate, or expected information gain, relative to the marked Poisson process with independent magnitudes, is given by
where again the first term is the rate of information gain from the times, and the second term is the rate of information gain from the magnitudes, given the times. As in the earlier discussion, the results on discrete approximations to the entropy imply that G forms an upper bound to the expected value of the mean information rate per unit time, as well as a limit when the time and magnitude intervals become very small.
If we restrict attention to the point process formed by events falling into a single (say, the k-th) magnitude class, its H t -intensity is
Note that this conditional intensity may depend on contributions from events outside the its intensity class, so that it is not the same (in general) as the conditional intensity that would be obtained by taking this process of events in isolation. The reference point process for these events is the constant rate Poisson process with ratē
From these quantities we can form the expected information gain per unit time, say G k , for events in magnitude class k, just as we did for the simple point process considered at the beginning of the section. Note that
the difference representing the loss of information due to working with discrete magnitude classes. In principle, the upper bounds derived above can be calculated from distributional properties of the process, but explicit analytical expressions are rarely available, and it will usually be necessary to resort to numerical methods (eg a Monte-Carlo simulation to estimate the expectations). A quicker and more convenient, if approximate, method is to revert to Kagan's original suggestion and estimate the entropy rate from the mean log-likelihood. To see the rationale for this, recall that, for a simple point process, the log-likelihood log L(0, T ) can be written in the form
Taking expectations, the first term vanishes (it is a martingale, with increments having conditional expectations zero), while from stationarity the second reduces to T E[λ(0)(log λ(0)− 1)]. Dividing by T makes the application of the law of large numbers (subject to standard regularity conditions) quite tranparent. A similar argument applies to the marked point process case.
Applications to stress release and ETAS models
We shall consider the simple form of stress release model used by Zheng and Vere-Jones ( [9] , [10] ) to describe a single region with a single magnitude frequency law. It is governed by a Markov process X(t) assumed to represent the total (ambient) stress in a given seismic region. This is assumed to increase gradually (assumed linearly) as a result of external tectonic forces, and to decrease by jumps each time an earthquake occurs, the size of the jump being related to the magnitude of the earthquake. The key parameters are the family of jump distributions j(y|x) for the size of the decrease, given that the jump occurs when X(t) = x, and the risk function ψ(x), where ψ(x)dt gives the probability of a jump occurring in (t, t + dt) when X(t) = x).
The density f (x, t) of the distribution of X(t) satisfies the forward equation
A careful discussion of the behaviour of the process is given by Zheng [16] , who also gives references to earlier contributions. We shall make the simplifying assumptions that j(y|x) is independent of x (the empirical evidence suggests at least that the dependence is not strong), and that it has a finite second moment. The process X(t) then has a stationary ergodic version with stationary distribution f (x) satisfying the equation
where S J (x) is the survivor function of the jump distribution j(x) (see Vere-Jones (1988)).
Integrating (7) over (−∞.∞) yields directlȳ
a result which can also be derived by combining the law of large numbers with the observaton that the difference bt − S(t) must remain bounded in expectation as t → ∞. Similarly, multiplying through (7) by x and simplifying yields
It is surprising that these results are independent of the particular functional forms of both ψ(x) and j(x), although the expression for the entropy rate does depend indirectly on these though the value of X(t). Unfortunately, however, we have not been able to find a closed form expression for E(X) even in the simple case when ψ(x) has exponential form. In practice, the stress level X(t) is not known, but has to be inferred as far as possible from the observations on the times and sizes of events. This means that it is not obvious that X(t) belongs to the σ-algebra H t . It is one of the many remarkable features of this process that in fact X(t) can be reconstructed from the observations. To see how this is possible, consider the special case we have generally used in applications, where ψ(x) = exp(α + βx). We can then write the conditional intensity in the form
λ(t) = a + b(t − γS(t))
where S(t) is the sum of the jumps over the time interval (0, t), a subsumes the value of X(0) as well as α, and γ = ρ −1 . The parameters a, b, γ can be consistently estimated by standard likelihood techniques (see [9] ), that is as functions of the observations, and from these the past values of X(t) = (t − γS(t))/γ can be reconstructed. Hence we can treat X(t) as an element of H t and use the result derived above for the mean entropy.
To illustrate how the forecasting techniques might work in practice, we have taken the parameter values for the stress-release model fitted to the N.China data in [9] , and simulated a 1,000 year record for use as a base data set. The magnitudes were simulated by randomly sampling from a Gutenberg-Richter relation truncated above at M=9 (truncated exponential distribution), and converting these to stress releases using the approximate formula S i = forecasts were then produced for 5-yearly intervals. Table 1 shows a typical subset of periods, with asociated probability estimates, binomial scores, and information gains over the Poisson process with the same rate, and independent magnitudes. The mean information gains for the different magnitude classes, and for the process as a whole, are also listed. The probability curves are shown in Figure 1 . The information gains for individual intervals range from something below zero to around 2, with a mean of around 0.4 in all three magnitude intervals. The correspondoing upper bound, deduced from the mean log-likelihood ratioeqp4.tex per event or from the theoretical results above, is 0.48, suggesting that we are losing a little predictive power by blocking into 5-year intervals, but not too much. The geometric mean of the probability gains is around 1.7, consistent with fluctuations of the risk enhancement factor (ratio of the conditional intensities) from below 1 to around 5.
The ETAS model is intended for use on much smaller time scales, and aims to capture the increase in risk due to aftershocks following an initial event. The conditional intensity at any time t is represented as the sum of a background intensity µ and contributions from each of the preceding events. These contributions are assumed to have the form where M 0 is a threshold magnitude (lower bound to the events considered) and K, a, c, p are parameters, and M i , t i are the magnitudes and times of the earlier (before time t) events. The parameter K is a measure of the strength of the clustering, a determines the sensitivity of the size of the cluster to the initiating magnitude, c is a scale parameter and p is a shape parameter for the power-law decay in intensity after the initiating event. The total intensity at time t is given by the sum
Further background and applications are described in Ogata's papers, for example [6] , [7] .
As in the previous example, we simulated a base catalogue of some 1000 events, using parameter values µ = 0.030, K = 0.0286, a = 1.31, c = 0.0074, p = 1.246, (time measured in days) obtained from fitting the model to five years' of data with local magnitudes M ≥ 3 from the Wellington region. Again we assumed independently generated magnitudes. Here the interest is in short-term forecasting, so we have applied the forecasts at 2-day intervals. Results analogous to those of the preceding example are set out in Table  2 and Figure 2 . It is immediately apparent that the forecasting performance here is very poor, although it does improve for the 1-day intervals. Commonly the score for periods containing events is actually worse than for the Poisson. The reason for this is not difficult to understand. Most of the forecast periods start at a time of relative quiescence, not during an aftershock sequence. If the interval contains an event, it will be scored at the rate of the background seismicity µ which is below the mean rateλ on account of the clustering. Its contribution to the information gain will therefore be negative. The Poisson model sufferes a compensating loss for the intervals not containing events, so that the overall information gain is still positive, though small. Overall, the mean information gain per event interval is around 0.1, which compares poorly with the mean log-likelihood ratio per event of 1.61. 
Concluding remarks
Evidently the forecasting strategy used in the last example is failing to extract the predictive information that is potentially available in the model. In retrospect, this is hardly surprising, since the ETAS model is designed to fit aftershocks, whereas we used it to forecast events in general 2-day intervals. One way to use the model more effectively might be to issue a forecast immediately following any event, or more particularly any event above magnitude (say) 4. This would hardly be construed as a breakthrough for earthquake prediction, but it would significantly improve the scores.
The two examples illustrate, in somewhat exaggerated form, some of the difficulties of setting up a systematic forecasting scheme, even in the presence of a well-specified and effective model. One type of difficulty is represented by short-term clustering present in the ETAS model. It shows that a forecasting scheme cannot hope to be effective unless the decision rules for calling or terminating a forecast are flexible enough to allow the use of incoming information on the evolution of the process. In this example, in order to utilize the predictive power of the model, it is essential to issue forecasts as soon as possible after the occurrence of an event. No scheme based on predetermined intervals will be effective unless the intervals are impracticably small. From such an example we can conclude that effective forecasting procedures have to have an updating character. The forecast may have the form "the probability of an event in the next δ days is p", but it may have to be superceded before that time period is up. In particular, once a forecast event has occurred, the performance of the forecasting procedure can never be improved by waiting out the full period; it will always be advantageous ( if not always practicable) to revise the forecast immediately after the event occurs. More generally, it may be desirable to update the forecast in response to substantial changes in the conditional intensity.
A different type of difficulty, which might be described as the ripple effect arises when the conditional intensity, though remaining small in absolute terms, is known to fluctuate in a predictable way. If, for example, major events were five times more likely to occur on Sunday mornings than on any other day, but still only likely to occur once every twenty years, could this information be usefully incorporated into the forecasts? Obviously it might be useful for some types of decision-making or risk reduction measures, but it does not lend itself to incorporation in the type of forecasting scheme we have been considering, where one would tend to work with longer intervals inside which the short-term features were lost.
As suggested earlier, one part of the problem may lie in the rather rigid structure of the forecasting scheme we have examined which is at fault. In particular the use of forecast intervals of predetermined length imposes a restriction which is not really inherent in the problem. In [8] , it was argued that the conditional intensity itself, in the form of a probability per unit time, should be used directly as the subject of the forecast. A forecast might then take the form "The current daily risk for an earthquake in the magnitude range 6-6.5 is about 1 in 1000, which is about 3 times the long-term average risk; on Sunday mornings it increases to 15 times the average risk." One is not then tied to intervals of predetermined length. Such a forecast could remain in force until it was superceded by a later one. The times at which the forecasts were modified would form a sequence of stopping times, which could be determined sequentially in such a way as to minimize some cost function. Again one might anticipate that the optimal decision rule would hinge on values of the conditional intensity.
The other aspect of interest is the extent to which the performance of such forecasting schemes could be improved by refining or extending the models. The two examples we have considered are at opposite extremes of the time scale, and neither by itself offers a basis for practical forecasts. The stress release model, in the simple form used here, produces probability gains of at most one order of magnitude. The ETAS model allows one to forecast aftershocks, but little else. Neither has any great predictive power; they were chosen to illustrate principles. On the other hand, there are at present some half-dozen models, or procedures, each of which offers the prospect of gains of a similar order of magnitude. These would certainly include foreshocks, M8-style activation, precursory quiescence, precursory swarms, accelerated moment release and possibly others. They apply at different time-scales, have been tested in different environments, all have limitations and uncertainties associated with them. Nevertheless it is not a great step to a situation where some one or more of these is improved to the extent that it offers probability gains of the order of 20-50, rather than 2-5 as at present. Even now it is possible that by effective combinations of procedures gains of this order of magnitude could be achieved. Three issues then seem to stand out as being crucial for further progress:
(i) Attempts need to be made to embed into conditional intensity models those procedures which at present are purely empirically based. The effort to find the model is nearly always insightful, and once found it offers a sounder basis for decision-making, and allows a greater range of decisions to be considered, than a purely empirical procedure.
(ii) The problem has to be considered of combining forecasts based on different models and sources of information. It seems altogether too sanguine to expect that a solution to the prediction problem will be found, which will answer all practical issues simultaneously. The problem of combining forecasts is one faced by most forecasters (cf the brief discussion of this point in [2] ), and it inevitably involves an element of expert judgement. Formally, this can be accomplished through weighting the forecasts within a generalised Bayesian scheme. In a real context, however, a single weighted forecast may have less value than other forms of collective discussion, since it is difficult to capture in any single formula all the possible aspects and interactions that may need to be considered. Even here, however, quantitative probability estimates make an excellent starting point and a check for further procedures.
(iii) The problem of transferring the information needs careful attention. There are many different possible users -government agencies, utilities such as gas and electricity, local government, civil defense, operators of critical facilities, design and planning groups, insurance, etc. It is not at all clear what levels of probability gain, on what type of time scale, would be of most use to different users; in addition there may be little appreciation within a given user organisation of how to use a probability estimate. Indeed, in any given context, it might take quite a deep study to determine how best and at what levels such information could be used. Until such studies are undertaken, the scientist has to operate in a kind of vacuum, not knowing exactly what estimates are really important for the users.
